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Accurate LMS
Our Lead management software

helps businesses to manage and

track customer leads from the

initiation of contact through to

conversion into a sale. it allow

companies to streamline their lead

generation process, improve their

sales efficiency, and increase

revenue.
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Advisor Management

Advisor Dashboard

Advertisement forms

Enquiry Forms

Advisor Management
With advisor management, businesses can
streamline their lead generation, allocation,
and conversion processes by assigning
leads to the right advisors based on
various factors like location, expertise,
availability, 

Advisor Dashboard
The advisor dashboard is a user-friendly
dashboard that enables advisors to track
their progress. The dashboard shows
relevant information such as the number of
new leads received, hot prospects, leads at
risk, and the overall health of their pipeline

Advertisement forms
Advertisement forms are a type of lead
generation form used to attract potential
customers through various marketing
channels. These forms are designed to
capture contact information and customer
preferences from interested parties, allowing
businesses to follow up with targeted
marketing or sales campaigns.

Enquiry Forms
enquiry forms are utilized to capture
information about prospects or leads who
have shown interest in the products or
services offered by the business. enquiry
form include basic information like name,
email address, phone number, and location.
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Activity Tracking

Activity Tracking
Activity Tracking is one of the core features
of Lead Management System, which allows
you to track all activities related to your leads

Telegram Notifications

Telegram Notifications
All pending follow up will be send to advisors
telegram on daily basis advisor can call from
there and track the status without using the
application

https://www.accuratesoftware.online/#features_SCB

